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Intel AXXRMS2AF080 interface cards/adapter Internal SAS, SATA

Brand : Intel Product code: AXXRMS2AF080

Product name : AXXRMS2AF080

Integrated Server RAID Module AXXRMS2AF080

Intel AXXRMS2AF080 interface cards/adapter Internal SAS, SATA:

Entry 6Gb SAS/SATA RAID Module with 8 ports. Firmware-based RAID. RAID 5 uses system resources for
parity calculations.
Intel AXXRMS2AF080. Host interface: PCIe, Output interface: SAS, SATA. Purpose: Server. Processor
model: LSI SAS2008, RAID levels: 0, 1, 5, 10, 50. Data transfer rate: 6 Gbit/s, Connectivity technology:
Wired

Ports & interfaces

Host interface * PCIe
Output interface * SAS, SATA
Internal SATA ports quantity 8

Design

Internal *
Purpose Server

Features

Built-in processor
Processor model LSI SAS2008
RAID levels 0, 1, 5, 10, 50
ARK ID 54561

Other features

Data transfer rate 6 Gbit/s
Ports quantity 8
Connectivity technology Wired
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